
Surface buildings trace the racetrack shape 
of the completed 1:4-km accelerator tunnel 
for the CEBAF Continuous Electron Beam 
Accelerator Facility being built at Newport 
News, Virginia. In the foreground the three 
circular end-stations are under construction. 

ride solution) to intercept neutrinos 
f rom the sun. 

Housed under 1200 metres of 
rock in the underground Gran Sas-
so Laboratory in the Appenine 
range, some 150 km from Rome, 
Gallex is well shielded f rom less 
penetrating cosmic rays. Neutrinos 
hitting the target form radioactive 
germanium-71, wi th a half-life of 
1 1.4 days. 

The possibility of using gallium 
for solar neutrino detection was 
suggested by Soviet theoretician 
V.A. Kuzmin in 1966. Independent
ly, solar neutrino pioneer Ray Davis 
of Brookhaven had also taken note 
of this possibility, but in those days 
the wor ld supply of gallium was 
only about a tonne. 

As the world market for gallium 
expanded, a Brookhaven/Munich 
(Max Planck Institute) group under
took a pilot study. This continued 
until 1984 and some of the key 
participants in this early work are 
still Gallex members. 

After a declaration of intent f rom 
a strong European group, funding 
for the gallium came from the Ger
man Science Ministry and the 
Alfred Krupp von Bohlen und Hal-
bach Foundation. 

First results are expected this 
spring, and will help to understand 
the mechanics of solar interactions, 
where in particular the number of 
neutrinos intercepted on earth is 
only a fraction of the level ex
pected f rom otherwise reliable cal
culations ('the solar neutrino prob
lem'). Gallium is well-matched to 
solar neutrino energies. 

Another solar neutrino gallium 
detector, the SAGE Soviet/US pro
ject in the Baksan facility (North 
Caucasus) also got underway last 
year. It will take time before reliable 
data samples can be built up and 
an accurate picture of solar neutri
no behaviour can emerge. 

CEBAF 
Injector tunnel in 
action 
On 28 October, a 100 kV DC elec
tron beam was generated in the in
jector tunnel at the Continuous El
ectron Beam Accelerator Facility 
;CEBAF) being constructed at New
port News, Virginia. In this first 
tunnel operation, the beam was 
transported from the electron gun 
via the room-temperature section 
to the injector's first superconduct
ing section (5 MeV). The gun and 

beam steering subsystems be
haved as designed, under control 
f rom the main control centre. 

After successful 5 MeV opera
tion in CEBAF's test lab, tunnel as
sembly of the full 45 MeV injector 
had begun on 1 August, and an 
eight-cavity, nominal 20 MeV cryo-
module has been connected down
stream from the twin-cavity 5 MeV 
quarter-cryomodule. 

The near-term goal is a 25 MeV 
front-end test to demonstrate inte
gration and operation of subsys
tems identical to those slated for 
the twin linacs of the 4 GeV recir
culating accelerator itself. The cen-
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tral helium liquefier, now in accep
tance testing and commissioning, 
will provide cryogenics. 

Meanwhile in the test lab, the 
highest accelerating gradient yet 
seen in a CEBAF superconducting 
cavity was attained - 16.9 M V / m . 
Quality factor, Q, specified as mini
mally 2.4 x 1 0 9 at the 5 M V / m de
sign gradient, measured 6.6 x 1 0 9 

at the high gradient. A t design gra
dient, Q surpassed 1 0 1 0 for both 
cavities in the operationally confi
gured pair under test. 

LEGNARO 
ALPI superconducting 
linac taking shape 
Under construction at the Italian 
INFN Laboratory at Legnaro, near 
Padua, is the ALPI superconducting 
linac to accelerate a wide range of 
ions (up to uranium) to more than 6 
MeV/nucleon. 

A first phase wi th 48 160MHz 
superconducting accelerating cavi
ties will go operational prior to in
stallation of the full complement of 
93 cavities. 

The Laboratory's existing 17 
MeV tandem will initially be used 
as injector, but eventually an elec
tron cyclotron resonance ion 
source will be installed. 

As well as pure and applied nu
clear physics, the objectives of the 
project are to give the Laboratory 
team important experience in accel
erator design, building and com
missioning. 

A meeting at Legnaro in Decem
ber surveyed the science expected 
to be covered wi th the new ma
chine. 

Not the excavations of a Roman temple but 
construction of the foundations for the new 
ALPI superconducting linac at the Italian 
INFN Legnaro Laboratory, near Padua. 

(Photo R. Pengo) 

Layout of the ALPI scheme, below. 
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